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The best program content 
and speakers for the lowest 
registration fees ever!

Advance your career and gain important 
mentorship opportunities!

SCBT•MR
Society of Computed Body Tomography & Magnetic Resonance
MEETING HIGHLIGHTS

- Over 25 Hours of Lecture Time
- Debates with Top Specialists
- Round Tables – Small Group Discussion with the Experts
- Image Interpretation Panel Team Competition
- Cases We’d Like to Do Over
- Scientific Research
- Network with Experts and Peers

REGISTER EARLY ... to take advantage of discounted rates!

New Reduced Rates for the Same Great Meeting Content!

Please visit SCBTRM.org for more information.
KEYNOTE
Geraldine McGinty MD, MBA, FACR
Choosing Wisely: Mentors, Sponsors, and Your Kitchen Cabinet

Geraldine McGinty MD, MBA, FACR, did her Medical training in Ireland at the National University and her residency at the University of Pittsburgh where she was Chief Resident. Her fellowship was in Women’s Imaging at the Massachusetts General Hospital. She also holds an MBA from Columbia University. She is a national and internationally recognized expert in imaging economics. She has served as advisor to the CPT Editorial Panel, the JCAHO, and the National Quality Forum. She was Chair of the American College of Radiology’s Commission on Economics and was the radiology member of the AMA’s Relative Value Update Committee, 2012-2016. In May 2016 she was elected as the Vice Chair of the ACR’s Board of Chancellors, the first woman to hold this office. She was until 2013 Managing Partner of a 70 physician multispecialty medical group on Long Island. In 2014 she joined the faculty at Weill Cornell Medicine (WCM) in New York City. Additionally, she serves as Chief Strategy Officer and Chief Contracting Officer for the Weill Cornell Physician Organization’s more than 1,400 members. In 2015 she was voted Radiology’s Most Effective Educator by the readers of the radiology news site, Aunt Minnie.

WHAT PAST PARTICIPANTS ARE SAYING ABOUT SCBT-MR:

“As always, great content. Most lecturers are willing to share protocols, knowledge post conference, which is wonderfully useful, quite nice, and much appreciated.”
– Michael Farber, MD

“Scientific Sessions are always top of any other meeting (highest caliber). Faculty are extremely approachable.”
– Nicole Hindman, MD

“I like the small meeting, and the lectures are practical and applicable to practice.”
– Michelle McNamara, MD

“Allowing enough scheduled opportunities for personal interactions with the fellows is what makes this meeting unique.”
– Desiree Morgan, MD, FSCBTMR

SPECIAL ADD-ON OPPORTUNITY
Body Value MRI Workshop
In this half-day pre-Annual Meeting workshop, new paradigms in the delivery of body MRI and the evolution of the MRI value proposition will be explored.

TOPICS WILL INCLUDE:

- Economics of MRI
- Cost-effectiveness
- Utilization
- Patient experience
- Technical advances in body MRI that improve value
- Focused body MRI examinations

REGISTRATION FEES
New reduced rates for same great meeting!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Early</th>
<th>Regular</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Member</td>
<td>$795</td>
<td>$895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member In Training</td>
<td>$350</td>
<td>$450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non Member</td>
<td>$1,300</td>
<td>$1,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technologist</td>
<td>$350</td>
<td>$450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body Value MRI Workshop</td>
<td>$200 Member</td>
<td>$250 Non-Member</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*For military and one day rates, please call Meeting Registrations at (800) 373-2204.

Visit SCBTMR.org to register

HOTEL INFORMATION
Grand Hyatt Washington, Washington, DC.
SCBT-MR discounted rate of $299.
Visit SCBTMR.org/2018-meeting or call (888) 421-1442 and refer to the SCBT-MR annual meeting.
2018 Annual Meeting

Saturday, October 6, 2018

1:15 - 3:15 pm
Retroperitoneum & Urinary Tract
Welcome & Program Committee Update, Susan Ascher, MD, FSCBTMR; Garry Gold, MD, FSCBTMR
DEBATE: Do the New ACR Pancreatic Cyst Recommendations Make Sense?, Lincoln Berland, MD, FSCBTMR; Dushyant Sahani, MD, FSCBTMR; Desiree Morgan, MD, FSCBTMR; Ivan Pedrosa, MD, PhD, FSCBTMR; Ravi Kaza, MD, FSCBTMR; Erik Paulson, MD, FSCBTMR
Pancreatic Cancer Imaging Update for CT and MRI, Eric Tamm, MD, FSCBTMR
Pancreatic Neuroendocrine Tumor Update, Avinash Kambadakone Ramesh, MD, FSCBTMR
Polycystic Kidney Disease Update, Martin Prince, MD, PhD, FSCBTMR
Local Staging of Bladder Cancer, Vikas Kundra, MD, PhD, FSCBTMR

3:30 - 5:15 pm
CardioThoracic Imaging
Cardiac PET/MR, Pamela Woodard, MD
Myocardial CT Perfusion: Dual Energy, Carlo De Cecco, MD, FSCBTMR
Advanced Myocardial Tissue Characterization: T1, T2 and T2*, Christopher Francois, MD
Coronary CTA FFR - What’s the Evidence? David Bluemke, MD, PhD, MSB, FSCBTMR
4D Flow MRI in Congenital Heart Disease, Scott Reeder, MD, PhD, FSCBTMR
Diagnosing UIP/IPF: What’s New?, H. Page McAdams, MD, FSCBTMR

5:30 - 6:30 pm
Welcome Reception – Exhibit Hall

Sunday, October 7, 2018

7:00 - 7:45 am
Member-in-Training Breakfast

7:00 - 7:45 am
Round Table Discussions

PRACTICE PEARL: Multi-Disciplinary Conferences: How to be Value Added, Joseph Yacoub, MD; Maria Manning, MD
Strategy 101: Towards Better Processes, Neil Rofsky, MD, FSCBTMR; Carolyn Wang, MD
Structured Reporting Improvements, Andrew Smith, MD, PhD, FSCBTMR; Gregory Grimaldi, MD

8:00 - 9:45 am
Pelvic MRI
Pelvic MRI: Do’s and Don’ts, Mukesh Harisinghani, MD, FSCBTMR
Pi-RADS 2.0 and Beyond, Andrew Rosenkrantz, MD, FSCBTMR
PRACTICE PEARL: ACR Prostate Accreditation: Why, When, How?, Jeffrey Weinreb, MD, FACR, FSCBTMR
PRACTICE PEARL: Improving Reads for Your Referring Gynecologists: How to Increase Referrals, Nicole Hindman, MD
Rectal Carcinoma: Staging with MRI, Gaurav Khatry, MD
Prostate MRI: Remembering to Look Where Cancers Likes to Hide, Pranay Krishnan, MD
10:15 - 12:00 pm
Special Session: Hands on Multiparametric Prostate Session
(Pre-Registration Required; Limited Space Available)
Jelle Barentsz, MD, PhD, FSCBTMR

10:15 - 10:45 am
Workshops
How to Keep Your Oncologists Happy: Optimization of Clinical Trial Image Assessments and Workflow, Les Folio, DO, MPH, FSCBTMR; Carolyn Wang, MD; Gordon Harris, PhD
DECT Updates: Basic Principles and Clinical Applications of DECT in Abdomen, Todd Soesbe, PhD; Naveen Kulkarni, MD
DWI of the Abdomen: How, When & Why, Frank Miller, MD, FSCBTMR
MSK for the Body imager, Garry Gold, MD, FSCBTMR; Kenneth Wang, MD, PhD

10:50 - 11:20 am
Workshops
The 4 C’s of Keep Your Oncologists Happy: Challenging Clinical Cases, Continually Evolving Criteria, Katrina McGinty, MD; Hans-Christoph Becker, MD, FSCBTMR
DECT Updates: GU and Oncological Applications of DECT, Achille Mileto, MD; Priya Bhosale, MD, FSCBTMR
Long Term Sequela of IgG4-RD, Dushyant Sahani, MD, FSCBTMR; Srinivasar Prasad, MD, FSCBTMR
Building Leaders, Neil Rofsky, MD, FSCBTMR

11:25 - 11:55 am
Workshops
MR Enterography: Technique & Cases, Martin Smith, MD; Sadhana Nandwana, MD
DECT Updates: Cardiothoracic Application of DECT, Prabhakar Rajiah, MD; Lynne Hurwitz-Koweed, MD, FSCBTMR
Pelvic Masses: A Pain in the …, Shannon Sheedy, MD; Candice Bookwalter, MD, PhD; Wendaline Van Buren, MD
Applications of Chemical Shift Imaging, Evan Siegelman, MD, FSCBTMR

1:15 - 3:00 pm
Beyond Interpretation
KEYNOTE: Choosing Wisely: Mentors, Sponsors, and Your Kitchen Cabinet, Geraldine McGinty, MD, MBA, FACR

View From the Corner Office Panel, Erik Paulson, MD, FSCBTMR; Jay Bronner, MD; N. Reed Dunnick, MD, FSCBTMR; Reginald Munden, DMD, MD, MBA, FSCBTMR; Judy Yee, MD, FACR, FSCBTMR

Workforce + Technology = Incredible Pots de Creme, Desiree Morgan, MD, FSCBTMR
Diagnostic Radiology & Patient Communication, Ella Kazerooni, MD, MS, FSCBTMR

3:30 - 5:15 pm
Advances in CT
CT in 2030, Dushyant Sahani, MD, FSCBTMR
Wide-Detector CT: Clinical Applications and Innovations, William Shuman, MD, FACR, FSCBTMR
Low keV Imaging in Clinical Practice: Rationale and Current State of Art, Andrew Hardie, MD, FSCBTMR
Contrast Media in the Era of Multi-Energy CT, Benjamin Yeh, MD, FSCBTMR
CT in Pregnancy: What the Radiologist Needs to Know, Kalpana Kanal, PhD, FSCBTMR

7:00 - 7:45 am
Round Table Discussions
How to Get Your Manuscript Published, David Blumenke, MD, PhD, MSB, FSCBTMR; Stanley Siegelman, MD, FSCBTMR; N. Reed Dunnick, MD, FSCBTMR
How to Talk About Radiation to Your Patients and Referring Clinicians, Kalpana Kanal, MD, FSCBTMR; Richard Southard, MD; Avinash Kambadakone Ramesh, MD, FSCBTMR
Doctor “Mom”, “Daughter” and/or “Partner”: Life Outside the Reading Room, Elizabeth Edney, MD, DABR; Desiree Morgan, MD, FSCBTMR; Ella Kazerooni, MD, MS, FSCBTMR

7:45 - 8:15 am
Annual Business Meeting (Members Only)

10:15 - 10:45 am
Workshops
Challenging Liver Cases, Barak Friedman, MD; Sudhakar Venkatesh, MD, FRCS, FSCBTMR
Lung Cancer Screening, Subba Digumarthy, MD; Reginald Munden, DMD, MD, FSCBTMR
Cancer Immunotherapy: New Challenges in Imaging, Marilyn Siegel, MD, FSCBTMR
CT Colonography: Pearls and Pitfalls, Elizabeth McFarland, MD, FSCBTMR; Abhijit Roychowdhury, MD

1:30 - 4:45 pm
MEETING HIGHLIGHT:
Scientific Sessions
Come hear cutting-edge research discussed in short, concise presentations.
1:30 - 3:30 pm
**Artificial Intelligence, Big Data, Deep Learning & 3D Printing**
Intro to AI and Deep Learning, Ross Filice, MD
Applications of AI/Deep Learning: Detection of Significant Prostate Cancer, Jelle Barentsz, MD, PhD, FSCBTRM
A Spectrum of Clinical 3D Printing Applications in Bocy Imaging, Jane Matsumoto
3D Printing: What Is It, and How to Get Started?, Kenneth Wang, MD, FSCBTRM
**DEBATE**: Deep Learning vs. Deep Six for Radiologists, Ross Filice, MD; Les Folio, DO, MPH, FSCBTRM; Lincoln Berland, MD, FSCBTRM; Carlo De Cecco, MD, FSCBTRM; Neil Hansen, MD; Claude Sirlin, MD, FSCBTRM; Jurgen Futterer, MD, PhD, FSCBTRM
**PRACTICE PEARL**: AI: When to Invest?, Geoffrey Rubin, MD, FSCBTRM

3:45 - 5:30 pm
**Hepatobiliary**
LI-RADS: CT vs MR, Claude Sirlin, MD, FSCBTRM
Substaging Chronic Liver Disease & Cirrhosis with CT, Andrew Smith, MD, PhD, FSCBTRM
High Value Hepatic MRI, Jeffrey Weinreb, MD, FACS, FSCBTRM
Portal Vein Abnormalities, Reena Jha, MD, FSCBTRM
MRCP: Protocol Optimization & Clinical Implementation, Frank Miller, MD, FSCBTRM
Resectability Assessment of Cholangiocarcinoma, Kartik Jhaveri, MD, FSCBTRM

**Visit SCBTMR.org to register**